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In this paper, an instantaneous frequency identification method known as STFTSC is developed by combining
short–time Fourier transformation and the seam carving (SC) algorithm (widely used in image processing). In
this method, the STFT is applied to analyze the time–frequency energy distribution of a vibration signal under
variable-speed conditions. Subsequently, the energy gradient is calculated through the Sobel operator based on
the time–frequency energy distribution. The energy gradient distribution contains multiple ridges, which are cor-
responding instantaneous frequencies of different orders. Finally, the targeted ridge extraction is transformed into
an optimization problem, and the dynamic programming algorithm (DP) is used to search the targeted ridge with
the minimum energy gradient to estimate the instantaneous frequency. The effectiveness of the proposed method
is validated by a simulation experiment, moreover, a rotating machinery fault simulation test bench is employed to
validate the method, which is then compared with polynomial chirplet transformation (PCT) and analyzed during
the test process. The results show that the STFTSC instantaneous frequency estimation algorithm has a higher
extraction accuracy and better application value in engineering problems than the PCT.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development in the production technology
and equipment manufacturing industry, mechanical structures
are becoming increasingly complex; key components, includ-
ing bearings, gears, rotor systems, and other rotating com-
ponents, are prone to failure. If these components fail, the
normal operation of the entire equipment will be directly af-
fected, resulting in huge economic losses and even casual-
ties. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out an effective con-
dition monitoring and fault diagnosis of the key components
of mechanical equipment, find or predict symptoms that indi-
cate deterioration, and take effective and timely measures to
ensure the continuous, safe, and reliable operation of mechan-
ical equipment. Conventional health monitoring and fault di-
agnosis methods for vibration signals are mainly based on the
steady state, which is related to stationary signals. In prac-
tice, most rotating machinery operate under a non-stationary
condition with variable speed and variable load. In this op-
eration state, each stage is associated with varying speeds,
and the vibration signal is essentially angular cyclostationary
rather than time cyclostationary. Hence, the instantaneous fun-
damental frequency, on which the time–frequency analysis is
based, varies. This makes frequency-based analysis tools ef-
fective only under constant-speed conditions. The instanta-
neous speed of rotating machinery not only reflects the charac-
teristic parameters of its running state but also is an important

parameter in variable-speed fault diagnosis methods such as
time-varying filtering, generalized demodulation filtering, and
order tracking. Methods that can help accurately obtain the in-
stantaneous frequency corresponding to the rotation speed of
the reference shaft are required for the health status assess-
ment and early fault diagnosis of mechanical equipment under
variable-speed conditions.1–3

For non-stationary signals under variable-speed conditions,
time–frequency analysis4, 5 and order analysis6–8 have been
mainly used to extract eigenvalues. In the former approach, the
transient characteristic information of the signal is obtained by
applying a time–frequency analysis, whereas in the latter ap-
proach, the measurement information related to the rotation
signal is extracted from a complicated signal, and the irrele-
vant interference signal is suppressed to find a relationship be-
tween the rotational frequency and the natural frequency of the
rotor. Therefore, the order analysis method can consider the
vibrations related to the speed and has evident advantages in
the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of complex equip-
ment with variable speeds. However, In the conventional order
analysis method, the instantaneous frequency should be accu-
rately obtained using a tachometer in the process of order re-
sampling and extraction of the order components. However, in
practical engineering applications, because of the constraints
of conditions and cost, no tachometer is provided, making it
challenging to conduct the state monitoring and fault diagno-
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sis. Because the vibration signals of complex equipment have
certain regularity or periodicity, accurately extracting the in-
stantaneous frequency from the signals through signal process-
ing methods has emerged as a breakthrough approach, which
can not only significantly reduce the monitoring cost and com-
plexity of the system but also has important research value. Ur-
banek et al.9 proposed a two-step method for estimating the in-
stantaneous frequency with large fluctuations using the short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) and ridge search algorithm. Ai-
jun et al.10 proposed an instantaneous frequency estimation
method based on the improved peak search using STFT and
a local peak search algorithm. However, the STFT calculates
the spectrum of the vibration signal based on the assumption
of local stationarity, that is, assumes that the extracted signal
is stable in the analysis window, and then performs the Fourier
transform on the extracted signal to generate the TFDs of the
signal. Due to the restriction of the Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle, the STFT cannot be able to achieve a fine resolution
in both time and frequency domains, a good time resolution
definitely implying a poor frequency resolution. Since the poor
energy concentration of the time–frequency distributions, it is
difficult for the STFT peak detection method to accurately ex-
tract the instantaneous frequency under the influence of noise
and adjacent frequency interference. To this end, Yang et al.11

proposed to estimate the instantaneous frequency based on the
polynomial chirplet transform. However, the variation in the
instantaneous frequency is irregular, because of which the or-
der of the polynomial used for the fitting is high, resulting in
the Runge phenomenon and thereby reducing the estimation
accuracy. Rodopoulos et al.12 proposed a harmonic decom-
position parameter method for the instantaneous frequency,
which is a parameter signal processing method based on eigen-
values. Its advantages include improved resolution and lower
calculation cost. However, the accuracy of instantaneous fre-
quency estimation under large background noise is insufficient.
Ming et al.13, 14 proposed an instantaneous frequency estima-
tion method based on the adaptive short-term chirp-Fourier
transform by establishing an adaptive selection strategy for the
frequency modulation parameters and then performing adap-
tive matching decomposition of the signal based on the time–
frequency distribution characteristics. The method is robust
to background noise signals; however, there is a trade-off be-
tween the speed estimation accuracy and the calculation effi-
ciency. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a more accurate
and reliable instantaneous frequency identification method for
the variable-speed condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of
complex equipment.

Seam carving (SC)15, 16 is an algorithm employed in the
field of image processing to find the seam path (the best path)
based on the energy gradient of the pixels in an image. This
paper presents an STFTSC algorithm to accurately estimate
the instantaneous frequency of rotating machinery under non-
stationary conditions. In this method, the vibration signal un-
der variable-speed conditions is taken as the research object,
and it is transformed into the time–frequency energy distribu-
tion composed of time discrete points and frequency discrete
points by short–time Fourier transform (STFT). Subsequently,
the logarithm of the time–frequency energy spectral density is
taken as the gray value of the pixel, and the SC algorithm is
called to extract the instantaneous frequency. In this process,
the energy gradient is calculated by Sobel operator, which con-

tains multiple ridges, that is, the corresponding instantaneous
frequencies of different orders. Finally, the targeted ridge with
the minimum energy gradient is extracted by the DP algorithm
to estimate the instantaneous frequency. The effectiveness of
the proposed method in estimating the variable-speed instan-
taneous frequency is verified by a simulation test and a com-
parison of our method with the polynomial chirplet transform
(PCT).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the theory of the PCT proposed in reference17 as well
as the method and procedures used for instantaneous frequency
estimation of the vibration signal. Section 3 introduces the
STFT principle, the SC algorithm used to extract the seam
path, and the STFTSC algorithm for an accurate estimation of
the instantaneous frequency of the vibration signal of rotating
machinery under variable-speed conditions. Section 4 presents
a simulation test and an experimental study, performed to val-
idate the effectiveness of the STFTSC algorithm, and a com-
parison of our method with the PCT algorithm to verify its
accuracy. Finally, the conclusions drawn from the results are
summarized in Section 5.

2. INSTANTANEOUS FREQUENCY
ESTIMATION BY PCT

2.1. Principle of PCT
When the instantaneous frequency of a signal varies lin-

early with time, the conventional chirp wavelet transform can
well describe the time–frequency distribution of the signal un-
der appropriate frequency modulation parameters. However,
when the instantaneous frequency trajectory is a nonlinear
time-varying function, the conventional chirplet transform is
inapplicable. For time domain signal s(t), the PCT17 is an
improved algorithm proposed to solve this problem, and it is
defined as follows:

PCTS(t0, ω, α1, · · · , αn;σ) =∫ +∞

−∞
z(t)ΦRα1···αn

(t)×

ΦMα1···αn
(t, t0)ω(σ)(t− t0) exp(−jωt)dt; (1)

and {
ΦRα1···αn

(t) = exp(−j
∑n+1
k=2

1
kαk−1t

k)

ΦMα1···αn
(t, t0) = exp(j

∑n+1
k=2 αk−1t

k−1
0 t)

. (2)

Where z(t) is the analytical signal of s(t), generated by the
Hilbert transform H , i.e., z(t) = s(t) + jH[s(t)], ΦRα1···αn

(t)
and ΦMα1···αn

(t, t0) represent the nonlinear frequency rota-
tion operator and the frequency shift operator, respectively,
ω(σ)represent the Gaussian window with time bandwidth σ,
and (α1, · · · , αn) represented the polynomial kernel charac-
teristic parameters, when (α1, · · · , αn) = (0, · · · , 0). Eq (1)
can be simplified as:

PCTS(t0, ω, α1, · · · , αn;σ) =∫ +∞

−∞
z(t)ω(σ)(t− t0) exp(−jωt)dt. (3)

This is equivalent to the normal STFT.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the PCT (This image is taken from a previous study.17)

The operating principle of the PCT is illustrated in Fig. 1,
where IFs(t) was the IF trajectory of the analyzed signal. The
specific steps are as follows:

1. First, the signal was rotated in the time–frequency plane
by subtracting the IF of the analyzed signal, IFs(t).

2. The IF of the nonlinear chirp kernel, i.e.,∑n+1
k=2 αk−1t

(k−1), was shifted by a frequency in-
crement,

∑n
k=2 αk−1t

(k−1)

0 .

3. Finally, the translated signal, as indicated by the red dot-
ted line, was subjected to STFT with a window ω(σ).

2.2. Instantaneous Frequency Estimation
by PCT

In the PCT, obtaining a set of appropriate polynomial kernel
parameters was key to accurately identifying the instantaneous
frequency of a rotating machinery vibration signal under a
variable-speed condition from the time–frequency distribution
of the signal. Based on the method proposed in reference17,
first, the initialization parameters (α1, · · · , αn) = (0, · · · , 0),
threshold δ, and window width L were set. Subsequently, the
time–frequency distribution of the signal is obtained using the
PCT. Finally, the frequency corresponding to the location with
the highest local energy in the time–frequency distribution was
taken as the estimated instantaneous frequency, which is de-
fined as:

∼
IF (t) = arg max

ω
[|PCT (t0, α, β, f, ω;σ)|]. (4)

where arg maxω[f(x)] represented the operation of the set of
variables x corresponding to the maximum value of the func-
tion f(x). A new set of kernel parameters was obtained by
polynomial curve fitting and then substituted into the next iter-
ation. This process is repeated until the final iteration results
meet the termination condition, and the termination condition
can be set as:

Re = mean

∫
∣∣∣∣ ∼IF i(t)− IF (t)

∣∣∣∣
IF (t)

dt

 < δ. (5)

After the iteration, the optimal set of kernel parameters
ak (k = 0, 1, · · · , n) was finally obtained. The fundamental

frequency polynomial of the vibration signal of the rotating
machinery can be obtained using the following expression:

Pn(x) =

n∑
k=0

akx
k. (6)

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Continuous Form of STFT
The spectrum of a random non-stationary signal varies with

time; therefore, its local variation characteristics cannot be ob-
tained using the conventional fast Fourier transform (FFT). In
1946, Gabor proposed the STFT, which was a time–frequency
localized analysis method based on the FFT. The basic idea
here was to use a fixed-size window function that slides over
time to analyze non-stationary signals. We performed window-
ing and truncation processing, and assumed that the signal was
stable within this window. The non-stationary signal can be de-
composed into a series of approximately stationary short-term
signals. Assuming that there was a window function g(t) with
a very short time width, the continuous STFT of the signal x(t)
can be defined as:18

S(t, f) =

∫ +∞

−∞
x(τ)g∗(τ − t)e−j2πfτdτ. (7)

where g∗(t) is a complex conjugate of g(t). The function
S(t, f) contains both time-domain and frequency-domain in-
formation.

3.2. Discrete Form of STFT
In the process of analyzing the signal x(t), since the col-

lected signal was a discrete value, discretization was required
when performing continuous STFT. The equation for the dis-
crete STFT is as follows:

S(n∆t, f) =

+∞∑
k=−∞

x(k)g∗(k − n∆t)e−j2πkf ; (8)

where ∆t = 1
fz

was the sampling time interval, n was the time
series, x(k) was a discrete form of the signal x(t), and g(k)
was the discrete form of the window function g(t).

From Eq. (8), the discrete STFT result is a 2D complex ma-
trix, containing the information of time and frequency. The
STFT spectrum is defined as the square of the modulus of S,
as shown in Eq. (9), which represents the time–frequency en-
ergy distribution, also known as the instantaneous frequency
spectral density.

P (n∆t, f) = |S(n∆t, f)|2. (9)

3.3. Principle of Seam Carving Algorithm to
Extract Seam Path

The SC algorithm was proposed by Shai Avidan of Mit-
subishi Electric Research Laboratory and Ariel Shamir of in-
terdisciplinary center and Mitsubishi Electric Research Labo-
ratory in 2007. This method defines the energy function of an
image based on the importance of its pixels, finds the seam
path with the minimum energy, and then operates on this seam
path to realize image scaling.19–21
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Figure 2. Gradient calculation template of Sobel operator.

To illustrate the process of extracting the seam path using
the SC algorithm, an image with height n and widthm is taken
as an example; its pixel coordinate is (x, y), where 0 ≤ x ≤
(n − 1), and 0 ≤ y ≤ (m − 1). First, the energy distribution
of the image is obtained, and the density function of the pixel
(x, y) is defined as I(x, y). Thus, the energy function (energy
gradient distribution) of the pixel e(I(x, y)) can be expressed
as:

e(I(x, y)) = | ∂
∂x
I(x, y)|+ | ∂

∂y
I(x, y)| =

|Gx(I(x, y))|+ |Gy(I(x, y))|. (10)

The energy function is the modulus of the gradient of the
grayscale image, which reflects the rate of grayscale change.
Since a digital image in a computer is discrete, the derivative
should be replaced by the difference when calculating the gra-
dient modulus of its pixels. In practice, the gradient modulus
operator is commonly used to calculate the gradient modulus.
In this study, the Sobel operator, which is a better gradient
modulus operator, is used to calculate the gradient modulus.
The gradient of the central pixel is calculated using the sur-
rounding 8 pixels by Sobel operator, and the higher weight is
given to the points closing to the central pixel to highlight the
central pixel. The gradient calculation template of the oper-
ator is shown in Fig. 2, where, the A5 was the central pixel.
According to the template, the gradients in X and Y directions
can be expressed as:

∂I

∂x
= A1 + 2 ∗A2 +A3−A7− 2 ∗A8−A9 =

I(x− 1, y − 1) + 2I(x, y − 1) + I(x+ 1, y − 1)−
I(x− 1, y + 1)− 2I(x, y + 1)− I(x+ 1, y + 1); (11)

∂I

∂y
= −A1− 2 ∗A4−A7 +A3 + 2 ∗A6 +A9 =

− I(x− 1, y − 1)− 2I(x− 1, y)− I(x− 1, y + 1)+

I(x+ 1, y − 1) + 2I(x+ 1, y) + I(x+ 1, y + 1). (12)

In the process of searching for the optimal seam, first, the
fundamental frequency of rotating machinery was taken as the
starting point of the minimum energy seam path. Second, a
dynamic programming (DP) algorithm, namely a multi-stage

optimization decision algorithm, was used to extract the opti-
mal seam path, and the corresponding state transition equation
is:

M(x, y) = e(I(x, y)) + min{M(x− 1, y − 1),

M(x− 1, y),M(x− 1, y + 1)}; (13)

where M(x, y) was the sum matrix used to solve the dynamic
programming, which represents the accumulative energy of the
modified pixels at the coordinate points (x, y). Taking the ver-
tical optimal seam as an example to extract the optimal seam
path, we describe the following calculation process:

1. First, the energy function e(I(x, y)) of the image was
calculated, and M(1, y) was initialized to the value of
e(I(1, y)). Thus, M(1, y) was already the correct value.
Subsequently, starting from the second line of M(x, y),
the value of this row was calculated from the value of the
previous row based on Eq. (13).

2. After calculating the last row of M , if the pixel ma-
trix corresponding to the minimum energy in this row
was P (m, y1), it indicated that the path from the first
row of the image to the coordinate point (m, y1) was the
path with the lowest energy in the image. Therefore, the
pixel matrix with the optimal seam in the last row was
P (m, y1).

3. Finally, the elements of the optimal seam in the other rows
are traced backward. A marker matrix Path(x, y) was
used in the algorithm, and the calculation process was
implemented using Eq. (14). Thus, based on the pixel
matrix P (m, y1) and the marking matrix Path(x, y), it
can be inferred that the pixel matrix belonging to the
optimal seam in the previous row was P (m − 1, y1 +
Path(m, y1)), and the path of the optimal seam can be
traced in sequence.

Fig. 3 illustrates the implementation process of extracting
the seam path based on the pixel matrix P and the mark ma-
trix Path i.e., to describe the process of extracting the optimal
seam from the pixel (m9, n5) with the lowest energy in the last
row to the first row using step (3).

3.4. Instantaneous Frequency Estimation by
STFTSC Algorithm

In this study, we presented the STFTSC instantaneous fre-
quency estimation algorithm by introducing the ideal of SC
algorithm to search the best path combined with STFT and SC
algorithm. Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the method, with the
vibration signal of a rotor in the rising speed stage taken as an
example. The steps are as follows:

1. Time–frequency analysis of the vibration signal. First, the
STFT was carried out on the vibration signal using Eq. (8)
to obtain its time–frequency spectrum. Subsequently, the
energy distribution of the time–frequency power spec-
trum, i.e., the instantaneous frequency spectral density,
was calculated using Eq. (9).

2. Calculation of the energy function of the spectrum. In
image processing, a gray image was obtained after gray
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Path(x, y) =


−1 min{M(x− 1, y − 1),M(x− 1, y),M(x− 1, y + 1)} = M(x− 1, y − 1)

0 min{M(x− 1, y − 1),M(x− 1, y),M(x− 1, y + 1)} = M(x− 1, y)

1 min{M(x− 1, y − 1),M(x− 1, y),M(x− 1, y + 1)} = M(x− 1, y + 1)

. (14)

(a) Path matrix

(b) Seam path

Figure 3. Extraction process of seam path.

processing. Each pixel had only one gray value, which
determines the brightness of the pixel, which was also
called the energy of the pixel. In this study, the energy
of the signal power spectrum is used to calculate the gra-
dient, and the logarithm of the energy spectrum density
obtained by the STFT transform was taken as the gray
value of the pixel. The Sobel operator was then used to
calculate the energy function e(I(1,y)) of the spectrum
using Eq. (10). The energy gradient distribution contained
multiple ridges, which were corresponding instantaneous
frequencies of different orders.

3. Initial value selection. The lowest energy point at the
edge of the energy sum matrix M(x, y) was selected as
the starting point of the targeted ridge; based on the the-
ory of the algorithm, the frequency corresponding to this
starting point is the instantaneous fundamental frequency
of the rotating machinery.

4. Extraction of the targeted ridge. In general, the vibra-
tion signal contains noise and different frequency com-
ponents. The noise and adjacent frequency interference
were easy to cause the deviation between the local en-
ergy maximum and the real value of the time–frequency
spectrum, which shows that the energy gradient of the
time–frequency spectrum increases, resulting in discon-
tinuous changes in the ridges of the same order in the
time–frequency spectrum. Therefore, the ridge extrac-
tion was transformed into an optimization problem, and
the targeted ridge with minimum energy gradient was ex-
tracted by using DP algorithm. The entire process can
be represented by the state transition equation, namely
Eq. (13), and the extraction process of the seam path (tar-
geted ridge) shown in Fig. 3. For example, for a time–
frequency spectrum energy matrix with time along the
abscissa and frequency along the ordinate, the instanta-
neous frequency was extracted in the horizontal direction.
Therefore, the matrix was transposed to extract the tar-
geted ridge in the vertical direction. Thereafter, the matrix
was transposed to ensure that the coordinates correspond-
ing to the extracted instantaneous frequency are consis-
tent with the original coordinates.

5. Extraction of the instantaneous frequency of the vibration
signal. Based on the principle of the algorithm, the coor-
dinate points corresponding to the targeted ridge extracted
by the STFTSC algorithm were the coordinate points cor-
responding to the instantaneous frequency curve of the vi-
bration signal. In other words, the curve drawn based on
the corresponding coordinate points of the targeted ridge
is the instantaneous frequency curve of the vibration sig-
nal to be extracted.

4. TEST VERIFICATION

4.1. Simulation Experiments
To verify the effectiveness of our method for instantaneous

frequency extraction under the background of adjacent fre-
quency interference and strong noise, a simulation test was car-
ried out. In the actual test process of the variable-speed vibra-
tion signal of rotating machinery, it will inevitably be affected
by the surrounding environment, resulting in the collected sig-
nal not only containing the fundamental frequency component
and various noise components, but also mixed with different
frequency components and various harmonics. Therefore, a
multi–component signal model for the speed–up phase of ro-
tating machinery was established through MATLAB program-
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Figure 4. Flowchart of instantaneous frequency estimation by STFTSC
algorithm.

ming, as follows:

x(t) = sin

(
2π

∫ t

−∞
exp(ατ)dτ

)
+

0.8 sin

(
2π × 0.5

∫ t

−∞
exp(ατ)dτ

)
+

0.7 sin

(
2π × 1.5

∫ t

−∞
exp(ατ)dτ

)
+

0.8 sin

(
2π × 4

∫ t

−∞
exp(ατ)dτ

)
+ η(t). (15)

Where η(t) was Gaussian white noise with a signal-to-noise
ratio of 20%. The instantaneous frequency of the rotating ma-
chinery corresponding to the signal model can be expressed
as:ω(t) = exp(αt), the sampling frequency of the signal was
200 Hz, and the sampling time was 25 s. Fig. 5 shows the
time-domain curve of the original simulation signal. It can
be seen from the figure that the relevant information such as
instantaneous speed and time-frequency characteristics cannot
be given in the figure due to the interference of measurement
noise and non-stationary conditions.

Fig. 6 shows the STFT spectrum of the original signal, from
which the signal contained 4 frequency components, among
which the 0.5th, 1st and 1.5th order components are the adja-
cent order components. When the traditional STFT peak detec-
tion method is used to calculate the multi-component instanta-
neous frequency, it usually directly takes the extreme value of
the time spectrum to get the corresponding discrete frequency
points, and then uses polynomial fitting to get the instanta-

Figure 5. Time-domain curve of the simulation signal in the acceleration
stage.

Figure 6. Time-frequency spectrum of STFT.

neous frequency estimation. However, this method was vul-
nerable to the interference of adjacent frequency and strong
noise, resulting in a large deviation between the estimated in-
stantaneous frequency and the real value, as shown in Fig. 7.
The logarithm of the energy spectral density obtained by STFT
was taken as the gray value of the pixel, and the first-order
analysis frequency 42.52 Hz on the far right of the spectrum
is selected as the starting point of the targeted ridge. Sub-
sequently, the instantaneous change path (targeted ridge) of
the first-order component was extracted by DP algorithm, as
shown in Fig. 8(a). It can be seen from the figure that the
identified optimal targeted ridge can well reflect the frequency
change trajectory of the first-order component. The frequency
coordinate points corresponding to the seam path were the in-
stantaneous frequency estimation values of the variable-speed
vibration signal to be extracted. It can be seen from Fig. 8(b)
that almost all the instantaneous frequency estimation points
fall on the actual instantaneous frequency curve. To compare
the accuracy of these two methods to extract instantaneous fre-
quency, Fig. 16 was used to calculate the relative error between
the estimated instantaneous frequency and the actual instanta-
neous frequency. It was found that the error is 32.63% for
traditional STFT spectral peak detection method, and the error
of STFTSC is 0.69%. Therefore, STFTSC algorithm has high
accuracy in extracting instantaneous frequency of rotating ma-
chinery vibration signal under variable-speed condition, which
has high application value in engineering practice.
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Figure 7. Extraction results of STFT peak detection method.

(a) Targeted ridge

(b) Extraction results of STFTSC algorithm

Figure 8. Extracting instantaneous frequency based on STFTSC algorithm.

ξ =

√∑N
n=1(f(n)− f̂(n))2√∑N

n=1 f
2(n)

. (16)

Where f̂(n) was the estimated value of instantaneous fre-
quency f(n), and N was the number of instantaneous fre-
quency points.

4.2. Application of Test Data
To further verify the effectiveness of the instantaneous

frequency estimation method, the test method was verified.

Figure 9. Mechanical fault comprehensive simulation test bench.

Figure 10. Flowchart of the test scheme

The test adopts the “Mechanical Failure Comprehensive Sim-
ulation Test Bench (MFS-MG)” produced by Spectraquest,
USA.22 The rotor test bed device is shown in Fig. 9, which
mainly includes a velocity display, a manual governor, a drive
motor, an acceleration sensor and a bearing seat. The rotor
vibration signal under a variable-speed condition is obtained
by controlling the speed change of the governor to simulate
variable-speed conditions, and installing the acceleration sen-
sor directly above the bearing seat. Fig. 10 shows the flowchart
of the test scheme.

In general, the operating conditions of rotating machinery
usually include acceleration stage, deceleration stage, and ac-
celeration and deceleration stochastic stage. The vibration sig-
nals collected from these variable speed operating processes
usually contain rich fault characteristics, which played an im-
portant role in the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of
rotating machinery. Limited by the internal control of rotor test
bed, the working condition type of variable acceleration stage
is selected for the test. Short time Fourier transform and poly-
nomial chirplet transform as a typical representative of non-
parametric and parametric time-frequency analysis methods,
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PCT algorithm is widely used to extract effective eigenvalues
in signal processing. Compared with STFT, when a set of ap-
propriate polynomial kernel parameters are obtained, the time-
frequency distribution obtained by PCT algorithm has higher
energy concentration, which makes this method more effective
in time-frequency analysis and feature extraction. Therefore,
the PCT method with higher time–frequency energy concen-
tration in the time–frequency distribution is selected to verify
the superiority of the proposed method in this paper. The in-
stantaneous frequency of the vibration signal collected from
the rotor test bed in the variable acceleration stage was es-
timated. To verify the accuracy of this method in extracting
the instantaneous frequency of the rotor vibration signal under
a variable-speed condition, the method is compared with the
PCT algorithm. In the acquisition process of the vibration sig-
nal under this condition, the rotor test bed is set to accelerate
from 1200 rpm to 2400 rpm, and the corresponding theoretical
value of the rotational fundamental frequency of the rotor sys-
tem is increased from 20 Hz to 40 Hz. The sampling frequency
of the signal was 256 Hz, and the sampling time is 20 s. It was
inevitable to collect transient steady-state signals at the begin-
ning and end of the acceleration stage, because of the short
time of acceleration stage. To compare and verify the accuracy
of the instantaneous frequency extracted using this method, the
actual rotation speed of the rotating machinery was collected
simultaneously.

Figs. 11(a), (b), and (c) show the time-domain curve of the
vibration signal, the frequency spectrum in the 0–60 Hz range
after FFT, and the instantaneous fundamental frequency varia-
tion curve corresponding to the actual speed of the rotor during
the speed-up stage, respectively.

The spectrum (Fig. 11) shows that the frequencies of the two
spectral peaks were 19.8 Hz and 39.7 Hz, corresponding to the
rotor fundamental frequencies in the two stable stages, respec-
tively, and the middle part was the fundamental frequency cor-
responding to the rotor speed-up stage.

To accurately estimate the instantaneous frequency of the
rotor in the speed-up stage, first, a time–frequency analy-
sis of the vibration signal is carried out through the STFT.
When performing the STFT, the window width is selected
as 256, and the length of the overlapped part of the window
is 128. Fig. 12 shows the 3D spectrum of the STFT and
time–frequency brightness spectrum of the vibration signal,
from which the instantaneous change path of the fundamen-
tal frequency can be approximately distinguished. However,
in the period of 8–14 s, the corresponding vibration signal
presents a strong non-stationary behavior because the rotor is
in the speed-up stage, resulting in a spectral ambiguity prob-
lem, which makes it difficult to extract the instantaneous fre-
quency of the rotor under the variable-speed condition. The
logarithm of the energy spectrum density obtained using the
STFT is taken as the gray value of the pixel, and the rotational
fundamental frequency of 39.7 Hz on the far right of the spec-
trum was selected as the starting point of the targeted ridge.
The DP algorithm is used to extract the instantaneous change
path (targeted ridge) of the fundamental frequency. As shown
in Fig. 13(a), compared with Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 12(b), the two
instantaneous frequency change paths are the same. Based on
the corresponding coordinate points of the targeted ridge, the
curve is the instantaneous change curve of the rotational fun-
damental frequency of the vibration signal to be extracted. The

(a) Time-domain curve of the vibration signal

(b) Frequency-domain curve of the vibration signal

(c) Instantaneous variation curve of the actual rotational
fundamental frequency

Figure 11. Time-domain curve, frequency spectrum, and actual instantaneous
variation curve of the vibration signal.

extracted instantaneous fundamental frequency curve is resam-
pled, and the curve is drawn, as shown in Fig. 13(b).

For a comparative analysis, the PCT algorithm is used
to perform a time–frequency analysis of the vibration signal
shown in Fig. 11(a). For the PCT, the Gaussian window is set
to 512, the order of the polynomial kernel function was 15,
and the termination condition is expressed in Eq. (16),17 i.e.,
the average relative error between the next iteration result and
the previous estimation value, and the termination threshold is
set to 0.001. Fig. 14 shows the results of the time–frequency
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(a) Three-dimensional Time–frequency spectrum diagram

(b) Time-frequency brightness spectrum

Figure 12. Time-frequency distribution based on STFT.

distribution of the signal. From the 3D time–frequency dia-
gram and the 2D brightness spectrum, the time–frequency dis-
tribution transformed by the PCT algorithm has a better energy
concentration, thus providing a better description of the non-
stationary change process of the signal.

In the estimation of the parameters of the PCT,
(α0, · · · , α15) = (0, · · · , 0) is set as the initialization param-
eter, a set of new kernel function parameters is obtained by
polynomial curve fitting, and the new kernel parameters are
substituted into the next iteration. This process is repeated un-
til the final iterative results meet the termination condition. Fi-
nally, after nine iterations, the fitted kernel function parame-
ters of each order are obtained, and using the kernel function
parameters of each order, the instantaneous fundamental fre-
quency during the acceleration process of the rotor is approx-
imated as expressed in Eq. (15). However, the variation in the
instantaneous frequency is irregular, because of which the or-
der of the polynomial used for the fitting is high, resulting in
the Runge phenomenon and thereby reducing the estimation
accuracy. The polynomial fitting curve of the instantaneous
fundamental frequency is obtained, as shown in Fig. 15.

f(t) ≈ 19.3315 + 4.5833t− 12.5372t2 + 15.1840t3−
9.9832t4 + 3.9742t5 − 1.0209t6 + 0.1756t7 − 0.0206t8+

0.0016t9 − 8.5069× 10−5t10 + 2.5940× 10−6t11−
2.5575× 10−8t12−1.0698× 10−9t13+

3.9775× 10−11t14−4.1574× 10−13t15. (17)

(a) Targeted ridge

(b) Instantaneous transformation curve of fundamental
frequency

Figure 13. Instantaneous change curve of the fault fundamental frequency
extracted by STFTSC algorithm.

The STFTSC and PCT algorithm are compared in terms of
their instantaneous frequency estimation results and estimation
errors for the vibration signal of the rotating machinery under
variable-speed conditions, as shown in Fig. 16. The funda-
mental frequency curve of the rotor rotation extracted by the
two algorithms and the actual instantaneous fundamental fre-
quency change curve largely coincide. The detailed enlarged
figure shows that the instantaneous frequency extracted by the
STFTSC algorithm is highly consistent with the actual condi-
tions; the maximum error is less than 0.4%, and the root-mean-
square error is 0.039 Hz. However, when the PCT algorithm is
used, the extracted instantaneous frequency curve is obtained
through a continuous iterative optimization, and the frequency
spectrum obtained after the transformation exhibits edge am-
biguity, which leads to a significant fluctuation in the extracted
instantaneous frequency in the entire time interval. Even if the
termination threshold is set to 0.001, the maximum error and
root-mean-square error of the extraction are as high as 2.237%
and 0.144 Hz, respectively, after nine iterations; Table 1 lists
the result.

5. CONCLUSION

In the fault prediction and health management research of
the key components of complex equipment, an accurately esti-
mated instantaneous frequency corresponding to the reference
shaft speed is the premise and foundation for ensuring the ac-
curacy of condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of complex
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(a) Three-dimensional time-frequency diagram

(b) Two-dimensional brightness spectrum

Figure 14. Time–frequency distribution based on the PCT algorithm.

Figure 15. Instantaneous change curve of the fundamental frequency extracted
by the PCT algorithm.

equipment under variable-speed conditions. Existing methods
cannot accurately estimate the instantaneous frequency of ro-
tating machinery under such conditions. Therefore, we estab-
lished a more accurate and reliable instantaneous frequency
identification method in this study. The following are the con-
clusions drawn from our research:

1. The principle of the time–frequency analysis based on the
STFT was introduced in detail, and the implementation
process of the SC algorithm for seam path extraction was
discussed. By introducing the idea of seeking the optimal
path in the SC algorithm, an STFTSC algorithm was de-
veloped by combining STFT with the SC algorithm. The
algorithm was then applied to the instantaneous frequency
estimation of the vibration signals of rotating machinery
under variable-speed conditions.

(a) Estimated result of the two algorithms studied

(b) Estimated error of the two algorithms studied

Figure 16. Comparison of the estimation results of the instantaneous funda-
mental frequency.

Table 1. Comparison of the estimation results of the instantaneous fundamen-
tal frequency

Method STFTSC PCT
algorithm algorithm

Comparison of the maximum error
between the estimated and 0.397 2.237

actual results (%)
The root-mean-square error of

the estimated and 0.039 0.144
actual results (Hz)

2. To verify the accuracy of the proposed STFTSC algorithm
in extracting the instantaneous frequency, a simulation ex-
periment and an application experiment was designed to
verify the method, and a comparison and analysis with
the polynomial chirplet transform method were carried
out. The comparison results showed that the proposed
STFTSC algorithm has a higher accuracy and more ap-
plication value in engineering practice.

The method discussed in this paper needs to be further
verified on rotating machinery, which working conditions
will be more complicated and the vibration signal noise
will be stronger. Therefore, improving the algorithm’s ro-
bustness and adaptability is the focus of future research
work.
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